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or mesmeric psychological stage. The others who are'
not, apparently, effected by the general process, are
treated personally to rapid downward passes over the
eyes and down the temples, then the contact is taken
as described. In audiences varying from 200 to 2000
persons, I have no difficulty in getting all the subjects
I want to give a successful entertainment I prefer
the latter method, as clairvoyant, thought-reading,
and good phreno-mesmeric sensitives were not spoiled
as they would be fay the disc-process.
Having obtained the requisite number of sub-
jects, you mil proceed with your experiments. Some-
times these may be general in character, in which all
the subjects participate—illusion after illusion
dexterously created in their minds by the combined
influences of phreno-manipulation and suggestion.
Such an experiment as the following is interesting;—
Lead all your subjects into a garden (an imaginary
one). Let them behold its beauties, enjoy its fruits,
and gather its flowers. Give them all freedom of
action and speech therein. Some twill manifest greed
and selfishness; others will be generous curteous,
and kindly to a fault; some will eat greedily and see
little of the picturesque in their surroundings. To
others it will be a veritable garden of delight—the
tint of the flower, the combination of foliage, there,
the fore-ground here, the back-ground there, the
blending lights and shades, and the perspective, the
tout ensemble is to them a thing of beauty and a
joy for ever. All according to their temperament and
character, walk through and enjoy the living dream—
for dream it is and nothing more. Discover a duster
of bees warming in some corner of the garden* Let
me one, thoughtlessly or greedily searching for fruit,
disturb the bees. The change of scene is magicat
Some will desperately fight the bees; others will
manifest rage; some will sit dawn and try to cover
themselves from attack, while others (mH cry like
children. In all this, you give the natural Jacultfe
of each their action as in dream. Again find a Httte
grave, read the pathetic story which the epitaph un-

